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1. A FORMULA describing the effect of a load acting outside a circular stamp in a plane is known [ 11. Below we 
propose a novel approach to the study of the pressure under a non-axisymmetric plane stamp when normal 
forces are applied to the free surface of an elastic half-space. The approach includes the method, proposed by 
Mossakovskii, of reducing the three-dimensional problem of potential theory to a plane problem. The main 
merit of this method, as compared with that in [2] based on the Sommerfeld method, is the possibility of 
constructing effective numerical algorithms, since any subsequent approximation can be constructed inde- 
pndently of the preceding one, by adding some supplementary terms. The problem in question is reduced, in 
the final analysis, to a system of plane problems of potential theory whose boundary conditions contain 
trigonometric polynomials with unknown coefficients, which can be determined from the condition that the 
solution is regular within the area of contact. 

Let a normal force R be applied to the surface of an elastic half-space outside the area of contact at the point 
5, q. As a result, additional pressure and normal displacement occur under the stamp. 

We will assume that the normal displacement of the stamp W(p, a) is identical with the displacement of the 
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boundary of the half-space caused by the action of the force R. Then. in order to determine the pressure under 
the stamp we must determine the value of the function P(p, a) = ‘pz’(p, a) in the region S. and the function 
cp(p, a, z), harmonic in the half-space z d 0. is given by the boundary conditions 

cp (2, Y, 0) = - R 
((5 - 8” + (Y - W)” 

2(1- 9) 1 IPI<Pk4 

(Pr’ (57 Y, 0) = 0, I P I > P (4 (1.1) 

where p(a) is the equation of the boundary of the area of contact and p, a are polar coordinates. 
Changing to new variables x = pcoscp, y = psincp, 7 = csin+, 5 = ccos+, a = cp--~J and expanding the 

numerator in (1.1) in a Fourier series, we obtain 

c-i (i__pe-re-ia)-% (1 _ pc-reia)-% = c-~ U0 (p) + 2 (fr (p) cos a + Mp) cos 2a + . . .I} 
fo (p) = aa (1) + u2 (2) p*c-2 + .a (3) p%-Q + . . . 

fl (p) = a (1) a (2) pc-’ + a (2) a (3) pat-3 + . . . 

a (1) = 1, u(2)=& u(3)=&. . 

The function cp(p, z, a) can also be expanded in series 

cp (p, 2, a) = ‘PO (p, 4 + ‘pl (p, 4 co9 a + ‘pa (p, 2) co8 2a + . . . 

The functions cpn(p, 0), cp,,(p, 0) can be written in the form of contour integrals [3]. Then the boundary 
conditions (1.1) will become 

c+im 

& S pn(s)21-1r(~-_)r-1(1i ;+$)‘“ds=O, Ipj>p(a) 
c-ice 

C_tioO 

1 
2ni s 

Fn (s) 2237 ($ + ; _ -$) r-1(+ + ; + +) pa” ds = - R $f:;a) 
(1.2) 

C--Zm 

IPl<PW7 n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 

2. The non-axisymmetric problem (1.2) can be reduced, for every value of a, in the case of even II, to the 

axisymmetric problem with boundary conditions [3] 

X cc ) $ 2”aP(n+4+G(~,4), IpI<pW 
n=1 

@r’ (P. 0, 4 = 0, I P I > p (a) 
G (p, a) = Go + Gspa + G,p4 + . . ., GO (a) = aOa cos 2a f 

+ %*cos4a+. . ., G,(a)=%4cos4a+%6cos6a+ . . . . . . . 

P-1) 

The pressure under the stamp is connected with the axisymmetric function by the relation 

P (p. a) = mz (P, 0, a) (2.2) 

Problem (2.1) can, in turn, be reduced to the potential problem relative to some function Q(& $, harmonic 
in the auxilhary plane n SO and antisymmetric with respect to 5. The boundary conditions of this problem will 
have the form 
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Q,,' (5, 0) = 0, I % I > P (4 

The functions Q(& q) and a(<, q) are connected by the relation 

Q; 6 0) = %’ (fv 0) f (2.4) 

3. Just as in the case of even n, the non-axisymmetric problem (1.2) can be reduced, for every value of a, to 
the first harmonic with boundary conditions 

ca 

a (P, 0, a) = - i_ VI 

-, p zk+2n-3 
co.9 (2k - 1) a -cl )() c a(k+n)a(k+n--I)+T(P,a) 

n=k 

IpI<pW 

Q’lr (PI 0, 4 = 0, I p I > P (C-4 

T (p, a) = T, (4 p + TS (a) p + T, (a) p + . . ., T, (a) = 

= cqws3a+f4~eos5a+.. ., T,(a)=a,"cos5a+cg7cos7a+...,... 

(3.1) 

The pressure under the stamp is connected with the function @r (p, 0, a) by the relation 

lJ (PB a) = @I; (P, 0, a) (3.2) 

Problem (3.1) is reduced to the potential problem relative to some function (5, q), harmonic in the auxilliary 
plane q s 0 and antisymmetric with respect to 5. The boundary conditions of this problem are 

~rl’(%,O==O)* IIEI>P(a) I 

ue’ (f, 0) = - &2 x cos (2k - 1) a + T (Et a)r I E I < P w (3.3) 
k=l n=k 

We choose the function u(%, q) such that the following condition holds: 

u; (E, 0) = @u (ES 0). 0 < % < 30 (3.4) 

4. We will arrive, for every value of a, at mixed problems of potential theory for a half-plane [4]. Solving 
these problems and using (2.4) and (3.4), we determine cp,‘(p, 0) and / p 1 <p(a): 

R -1 
v*’ (P, 0) = - 

2(1 -v',?mF? ) ( 
i-$eBb) -l+ 

+ Qo+ 1’44 + (QI+ @B) l-k”+ ‘/a~’ (4) + (QP+ PA.1 (,-pa + ‘Is9 (a) P’+ $ p (a)) +. . l } 

(4.1) 

Qo= ac,scoa2u+ a,4cos4u+ . . ., Q1= %acosBa+ 

+ q6 cos 5a + . . ., Qm = u;;+~S’ 60s (2n + 2) a + 

+ cziz+ll cos (2n + 4) a + . . . a,“:+” co9 (2n + 4) a + . . . 

Here CX,,~ are arbitrary constants. 
When the stamp is smooth, the function cp=‘(p, 0, a) can be expanded in the neighbourhood of zero in a 

Taylor series 
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TABLET. 

Q P/PC4 PO PI p2 PO PI PZ 

0 0 0.724 0.752 0.752 0.721 0.751 0.721 
0.3 1.037 1.100 1.105 1.071 1.074 1.081 
0.6 1.939 2.060 2.087 1.595 1.617 1.620 

1.256 0 0.742 0.753 0.753 0.719 0.719 0.719 
0.3 0.845 0.840 0.841 0.803 0.817 0.821 
0.6 1.114 1.084 1.090 1.965 1.003 1.007 

2.513 0 0.779 0.753 0.753 0.701 0.710 0.711 
0.3 0.675 0.660 0.655 0.581 0.603 0.613 
0.6 0.709 0.706 0.687 0.537 0.599 0.600 

3.781 0 0.779 0.753 0.753 0.709 0.710 0.712 
0.3 0.675 0.660 0.665 0.574 0.591 0.618 
0.6 0.709 0.706 0.687 0.536 0.601 0.623 

5.024 0 0.742 0.753 0.753 0.719 0.719 0.720 
0.3 0.845 0.840 0.841 0.818 0.823 0.831 
0.6 0.114 1.084 1.090 0.964 1.002 1.110 

‘ps’ CG v) = A + Bx + 6'~ (4.2) 

It therefore follows that the expansion of cpZ’(p, CY) in powers of p must contain no terms p*cos~cy when 
m<n: 

9,‘(P~~)=~o”+p(~lo+~,lcosu)+~(P*O+P*~C0s2a)+. . . 

~~~+pan(P~n+P~,cos2a+...+P~~cos2na)+... (4.3) 

The above conditions yield an infinite system of linear algebraic equations for determining the unknown 
coefficients CX,~. 

We shall solve the problem in question approximately by determining successively cpZ’(p, a) and using the 
expansions (4.1) and (4.3) with an accuracy of up to p’, (n = 0, 1, 2, . .). 

Inthecasewhenn=0(Q1,Q2,Qs,... are assumed to be equal to zero), we have 

Here and henceforth the integration in a is carried out from 0 to 27r. 
Similarly, we find for cp,‘(p, a), when n = I, an expression which differs from (4.4) in having a supplementary 

term 
00 

RP 1 2”+r coa@n+ l)a 
- 2 (I- 9) z *al 

7X=1 I/P%) - PP 

in its right-hand side. 
The unknown constants CX,~~+’ are found from the formula 

&an+1 I 
1 

=- 
n SL 2cosa ‘T (4, - p (u) (Fro+ P+ co9 CC) 

I 
co9 (2n + 1) c&Z 

R- SP(a)daSP(R)C091ada-(S p(a)cosada)s 
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(S 2cosa 
T (a) 7 da * p (a) co@ ada - 

I s 
2 co2 a 

T(a) C -da p(a)cosada 
s ) 

P1’.=~($p(a)daST(a)~da-_Spa~eosculcrST(u)2~da) 

Expressions for cp,‘(p, cr) in the case of n = 2, 3, . . . , are obtained in the same manner. As an example, we 
considered the problem of the pressure exerted by a plane stamp of elliptical and rectangular form in a plane. 

The left-hand side of Table 1 gives the values of the pressure n = 0, 1, 2, apart from the multiplier 
1/2R (1 - u2)-‘, in the case of an elliptical stamp (a, b are the semiaxes of the ellipse, c = %‘/[e* + n*, (5, q)] are 
the coordinates of the point of application of the force R and a = 1, b = 1, 5, c = 3). On the right-hand side of 
the table we give the same values for a rectangular stamp in a plane. 
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